Graphic Crafts, Inc.
Serving your needs
for over 80 years.
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Die Cutting,
Scoring,
Perforating,
Embossing &
Stamping
Folding

Stitching &
Trimming

We have eight machines in our pressroom to handle all our customers’ needs in this area: Our Bobst 102 press handles 28” x 40” sheets and our two Heidelberg Cylinders take 25” x 35” and 18” x 22 ½ ” sheets for die cut, crease,
and perforating. The Heidelberg Platen 10” x 15” handles small die cut jobs efficiently, while the Heidelberg
Platen GTP will die cut, emboss or stamp on sheets up to 13” x 18”. Most stamping and embossing jobs such as
pocket folders fit well on our Kluge 14” x 22” as it will feed oversize sheets up to 26 ¼”. For very thick or oversized
sheets, we have two hand-fed presses, a Thomson 14” x 22” and a Franklin Stamping Machine.
Our folding department has three continuous feed MBO Folders, one 23” x 36” and two 26” x 40” with Double
Gate Fold and Knife Fold Attachments. Our In-Line System uses various attachments to provide folding, perforating, scoring, gumming, and side seam gluing of mailers all in-line. A Vijuk Mini Folder handles small pieces with
small folds. We now offer fugitive glue (aka “boogie glue”) for folding and for tip-ons. Our Multi-Feeder attachment
enables us to automatically feed magnets, CD’s or other pieces to be fugitive glued in-line with any of our folders or
other equipment.
With both the Müller-Martini Bravo-T Stitcher/Trimmer and the Müller-Martini Minuteman Stitcher Trimmer, our
capabilities include: 6 pockets and 3 hand feed stations; Cover Feeder, Loop-Stitching Heads, 4th and 5th Knives
for 2up books, Hard Fold and Soft Fold. Finished size is 3” x 4 1/16” min. to 11 ¾” x 18 7/8” max. For thicker saddle
stitch jobs (up to 3/4”) our Bostitch Wire Stitcher can do the job. We also use this machine for side stitching along
with our two Interlake Multiple Head Wire Stitchers.

Counting &
Padding

Trimming

The Vacuumatic Automatic Counting Machine counts and tabs
press sheets.
Our
Brackett Circular Padding Machine uses hot
melt adhesive and can
finish pads up to 24”
wide and 1” thick. We
can also complete pads
with crash on the head.

Eyeletting

Shrink Wrapping

Stimpson Eyeletting
Machines use 1/4”
eyelets.

We have one 36” Polar
Cutter and two 45” Polar
Cutters.

Film Laminating
Our D&K 3215 Laminating
Machine can accommodate
a sheet size of 11” x 17” min
to 30” x 40” max. with a
sheet thickness of 80# min.
to 18pt. max.

Perforating
& Scoring

Beseler Shrink Box
14” x 17”, a Shanklin
Our Perf-A-Matic
Shrink Box 20” x 30”.
Rotary will perf, score
An API
Automatic
and slit. The Moll PerSealer, and a Thin
N-Crease is for use
Handwork
Pack Roller system for
with our in-line folding
Hand folding, inserting,
thin packages.
& gumming system.
applying magnetic tape
or foam tape, constructStock Easels available
ing odd pieces, paper Easels
From 4” Single Wing to 21” Double
banding, special packing Wing and everything in between! Grey or white-lined
and much more.
chip, with or without double-faced tape.

Gluing &
Gumming

The Moll Pocket Folder Gluer streamlines the construction of standard folders of various sizes, while the Moll
Marathon Regal with Versa-Fold provides the ability to efficiently produce any sort of odd pocket folders, sleeves,
or flat boxes. Our Moll Pre-Mailer Remoistening Gum Machine works with our in-line system to fold, gum, perf,
score and glue mailers. Our two New Jersey Gluing Machine pattern gluers take up to a 20” x 30” sheet. The two
Potdevin Marginal Gluers which can apply glue up to 4” in from the edge for applying one piece to another.

Mounting

The Tunkers Laminating Machine mounts press sheets to board. Board thickness can be from .012” (thick cover
stock) to .250” (foam board) and any thickness in between (chipboard or corrugated board). This machine will
take a sheet size from 8 ½” x 11” to 43” x 60”.

Tape
Applying

We have three Stik-It Taping Machines for spot or strip Double-Faced Tape with a sheet width maximum of 44”
and minimum sheet size of 3” x 4”. For flat or back wrap-around tape stripping, our two Bracket Stripping
Machines do the job.

Drilling, Punching,
Round Cornering

We have a single head Super Speed Drill and a Lawson Multi-Spindle Drill for standard holes. Our
Portland Punch can accommodate Round, Universal or Kalamazoo punches. Our Southworth Corner
Cutter takes a 4” pile, and is capable of cutting a radius of 1/8”, 1/4”, 3/8” or 1/2” .

To contact us:

Phone: 717-464-2733
Fax: 717-464-9472
Email: info@graphhiccraftsinc.com
300 Beaver Valley Pike Willow Street, PA 17584-9529

www.GraphicCraftsInc.com

